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Living room luxury at specialist practice
By Shannon Meyerkort

W

hen you walk through the doors
of Perth Prosthodontics, you
feel like you’re coming home.
Assuming of course you live in a warm,
classically decorated, French inspired living
room - not your typical dental surgery.
“A specialist practice is in some ways
an extension of the practitioner’s personality,” explains Dr Janice Kan, owner
of Perth Prosthodontics. “I wanted to
ensure that my patients felt comfortable
and relaxed when they entered; a place
that made them feel confident about the
specialist they are about to see.”
Although living and working in
Melbourne at the time, Dr Kan began
searching for a Medical Fitout company
to oversee the design and building of her
rooms in the Southbank Central Medical
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Centre in South Perth on the opposite side
of the country.
“I knew exactly what I wanted and what
I didn’t want,” Dr Kan said. “I needed to
find someone I was comfortable working
with, who realised that the client should
have real input with the design and styling
and their choice of tradesmen.”
However, early communication with
one company saw the designers try and
push her towards funky minimalism, far
from the timeless and classic design she
was seeking. It was an easy decision then
to select Ego Squared, a small boutique
Perth-based company specialising in
custom design and small practices. The
two principles, coming from a background
of art and sculpture, are husband and wife
team Anthony and Natasha Connor.

“We were able to give Dr Kan what
she wanted,” said Ms Connor, the senior
designer and one half of Ego Squared.
“It’s all about evolving the client’s vision
into something tangible.”
Dr Kan agrees. “The designers from
Ego Squared took the trouble to come and
meet me. I felt that I had my input and my
opinion was valued and respected. I provided my thoughts to Natasha who just
pulled it all together - and the final product
was better than what I had imagined”.
But while the elegant decoration with
its carved mirrors, detailed cornicing, deep
skirtings and tasteful floor lamps may be
the first thing that patients notice, the décor
is only a small part of the design process.
Far from being merely decorators, Ego
Squared are practically interior architects.
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“We take an empty space and make it a dental surgery,” Ms
Connor said. “That space is usually small, so everything needs to
be accessible and every contingency accounted for. It has to work
first - if it doesn’t work, then it doesn’t matter if it looks pretty.”
Ultimately, it was their knowledge of medical and dental fitout, their understanding of plant and equipment requirements,
and over 15 years of commercial design experience that gave
Dr Kan the confidence to engage Ego Squared despite the 4,000
kilometre separation.
“Our decision to use Natasha was a blessing,” Dr Kan said.
“She managed to tweak the design to suit all the necessary conditions for disabled access and regulatory requirements without
compromising the look and feel.”
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Although the space was originally a functioning medical practice, it needed to be demolished entirely and brought up to code.
Other unique elements of the job were that the rooms were in an
existing medical centre, so all work needed to take place with
minimal disruptions to other businesses and the hospital theatre.
The overseeing process of Ego Squared and the use of highly
qualified builders allowed work to continue smoothly and with
minimal delays, despite Dr Kan being interstate. Importantly, the
fact that Ego Squared was independent from any builder, meant
that the price of construction was kept competitive.
In addition to the luxurious waiting/reception with its comfortable leather couch and imported Ralph Lauren wallpaper and
sisal rug, there is a staff room with kitchenette, a lab, sterilisation
room and a plant room. The floor in the main room is Polyflor
Timber Vinyl in American Nut Tree Red with the newly released
Polyflor Pearlazzo Sheet Vinyl in Toasted Almond in the clinical
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Summary
The Practice
Principal

Dr Janice Kan

The Practice

Perth Prosthodontics

Type of Practice

Specialist Prosthodontic

Location

South Perth, Western Australia

Size

97 square metres

No of chairs

3

The Team
Design Company Ego Squared Design Consultants Pty Ltd
Senior Designer

Natasha Connor

Construction

National Projects

Equipment

areas. The walls have been painted with Dulux Natural White
with Dulux Vivid White accents. Sheer curtains in the reception
area complete the look, as well as adding privacy.
There are three consulting rooms, although only one has been
fitted out. “Ego Squared’s priority is the number of chairs,” Ms
Connor said. “If you can fit another chair in, even if you don’t
have the staff yet, it will mean more income in the long run. This
is what we call future proofing and it’s a smart way for start-up
practices to build strategically for the future, while minimising
upfront costs”.
Dr Kan saw the benefit of having the space ready for future
fit-out, but was not ready to commit to having all three rooms
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Units

KaVo E-50S

X-Ray

Gendex eXpert

Sterilisation

Mocom Millennium B+

Suction

Cattani TurboSmart A

Compressor

Cattani K300

completed. “In my circumstances, it could be three or more years
before someone comes to work with me and given the length of
time I spend with each patient, there was no justification for a
second chair for my use at this stage”.
In the meantime, Dr Kan and her patients are very happy with
the final product. “It met all my expectations and then some.
From the warmth of the wood, to the type of warm lighting, to
the colours as you walk in; Natasha understood what my requirements were - the feel of a living room”. Though it may have
the feel of a comfortable living space, behind the scenes it is
the epitome of what Ego Squared is all about - a well designed,
highly functional, efficient space - with room to grow.
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